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About the Festival
 Encourage schools to develop drama as a regular co-curricular activity for 

continual development of drama activities at schools

 Promote whole-person and artistic development in students

 Encourage creation of innovative theme and content with positive values 

worthy of discussion to help audience and participants reflect on the 

theme

It is important to note that…
 The Festival is not a competition; the awards are for recognition of 

participants’ contribution and achievements

 It’s a drama festival, not for testing on Language proficiency

 Innovation, creativity and reflection are valued



Phases & Activities 
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The focus of this briefing session

Basic Drama 

Training 

Course
(Nov to Dec 2021)

School 

Performance 

Phase
(14 Feb to 

19 Mar 2022)

Public 

Performance 

Phase
Apr to May 2022

(To Be Confirmed)

Drama 

Training for 

Outstanding 

Students
(Summer 2022)



Participation
Primary Teams 

Cantonese : 74

Putonghua : 16

English : 140

Secondary Teams

Cantonese :142
Putonghua : 8
English : 69

Total No. of Teams: 449

Due to a large no. of 

participating teams, no change 

of schedule is allowed unless 

under very special 

circumstances



Information & Updates

 Important news and updates about the Festival:

https://www.hksdf-hkas.com/

 FAQ:

https://is.gd/dQaQNX

https://www.hksdf-hkas.com/
https://is.gd/dQaQNX


School Performance Phase 

Points to note



About Reader’s Theatre
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 A form of performance in theatrical productions 

 Presents a drama mainly by reading aloud

 Not equal to a radio show!

 Performers of a school team are suggested to interpret the script by their 

voice, gestures , facial expressions and movement (but not a stage blocking)

 The use of simple costumes, props and makeup are highly recommended 



School Performance
 All school performances will be conducted in real-time through ZOOM
platform. (ZOOM account provided by HKSDF)

 Length:
 15 - 30 mins (Secondary School)
 10 - 20 mins (Primary School)

 Students are highly recommended to login to the online platform individually
(i.e. each window shows one student; in grid pattern)

 No restrictions to performance venue
 According to EDB guideline, Primary students are not allowed to conduct 
performances at school premises on weekdays afternoon
 Performance conducted at students’ homes is recommended

 On-stage performance with blocking or any physical interactions between 
performers is not preferable



School Performance
 All attending staff and students must wear masks during performance at 
school. 

 Participants should ensure a stable network during the performace

 Sufficient rehearsal time is important!

 Teachers/drama tutors should familiarise with Zoom
 For example: role of co-host, video layout (speaker view/ gallery view), 

change of background image, apply virtual background, share screen/sound, 
etc

Arrangement of Audience is
unnecessary!



Documents to be submitted
1. Synopsis    

2. Cast list and production team list

3. Script

Submission Date: on or before 24 Jan. 2022

 Collect figures by Adjudicators: Total number of student participants 
(performers & production team)



Communications
The Festival 

 Mainly by email (stated in the application form)
 check email regularly including the spam folder

Adjudicators

 Teacher in-charge should confirm the performance date and time with 

adjudicators at least 3 working days prior to the performance and must 

ensure that adjudicators have got the updated script and cast list

 Adjudicators' mobile phone numbers are ONLY for confirming School 

Performance Phase details



Guest Visits

Purpose: 

To better understand the operation of the school performance phase

 Advance notice will be given

 The guests will not take part in the adjudication and discussion session

Who?  Steering Committee Members

 EDB officers

 Head Adjudicators

 Festival organisers



Logistics
Performance

 Entre the room 30 minuets earlier to check the internet connection and test any 

special effects

 Start the show on time

Post-performance talk

 Around 30-45 minutes

 ONLY for production team 

 Interactive exchange & immediate feedback

Video recording

 The organiser will record video for facilitating adjudication

 School(Co-host) is allowed to record video by itself

 Please DO NOT upload Adjudicators’ image to social media 



May I seek help from outside parties?
Working at its best, it would enhance the skills and knowledge of your team

Make sure you engage a trustworthy organisation/tutor

 Awards will not be given to outside parties

 Respect intellectual property by putting down the right names in the production team list

 Clear the copyright of your script if it is written by outside parties, including the script 

provided by the organisation/tutor you engage



Sharing of Resources
 Video-recordings of public performance of the recent five years are available for loan

 https://www.hksdf-hkas.com/forms-%E8%A1%A8%E6%A0%BC

 The past 5 years’ public performances scripts can be downloaded at EDB’s website for 
reference

 http://www.edb.gov.hk/dramafestival

https://www.hksdf-hkas.com/forms-%E8%A1%A8%E6%A0%BC
http://www.edb.gov.hk/dramafestival


Sharing of Reader’s Theatre
 http://hksdf.hkas.edu.hk/photos.html

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iyil0OfFqfM

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2i3EtuhIhEc

Setup and use of ZOOM
 https://youtu.be/yteYyyR1f6o

 https://youtu.be/6nOkyKgIQkg

 https://youtu.be/WUhqyDZSrl0

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UEABW3ddZkc
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http://hksdf.hkas.edu.hk/photos.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iyil0OfFqfM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2i3EtuhIhEc
https://youtu.be/yteYyyR1f6o
https://youtu.be/6nOkyKgIQkg
https://youtu.be/WUhqyDZSrl0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UEABW3ddZkc


Awards
(All awards are for school members only)

Award for Outstanding Script (students/teachers)

Award for Outstanding Director (students/teachers)

Award for Outstanding Performer (students)

Award for Outstanding Audio-visual Effects (schools/students)

Award for Outstanding Cooperation (schools/students)

 Award for Commendable Overall Performance (schools)

 Adjudicators’ Award (schools)

Certificates
Trophy & 

Certificate

Trophy & 
Certificate
(Might be invited 
to Public 
Performance) 



Adjudication criteria
https://www.hksdf-hkas.com/faq-%E5%95%8F%E9%A1%8C
(Q31, for reference only)

https://www.hksdf-hkas.com/faq-%E5%95%8F%E9%A1%8C


Subsidy
 The Education Bureau will provide the following subsidies for each participating team:

School Performance Phase:

 Primary School: HKD 3,250 ; Secondary School: HKD 3,600 

 Subsidy release date: Late December

Public Performance Phase (To be confirmed):

 HKD 4,200 

Ways of transferal: please refer to FAQ
 Please keep proper financial records for internal retention and auditing purpose



Notes
The organiser reserves the rights to use the visual materials of the participating schools in

the Festival, such as pictures, videos, texts, photos of activities, images, posters, pictures

or audios, etc. for keeping record and publicity purposes. The media of promotion

include but are not limited to publications, websites and promotional materials. Please

include this note in the school circulars related to the Festival.

Festival Calendar

 listed in the document ‘Tentative schedule of actions for participating schools’ sent

to your school (also downloadable at http://hksdf.hkas.edu.hk/index.html)

http://hksdf.hkas.edu.hk/index.html


Q & A
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1. Is there any restriction on background music?

No.

2. Can I use self-made videos?/Can we input videos/soundtracks into the play?/Is it possible to add pre-
recorded short video clips in the live play?/Can any part be pre-recorded e.g. a background 
voice?/Should we conduct the performance via video-recording or livestreaming?

Performances must be conducted in real-time as a whole, however, considering the script and director’s 
artistic preference, supplementing video clips is acceptable.

3. How to tackle the delay issues when playing audio/sound effects?

What you need is a stable network. If delay really happened because of network problem, adjudicators 
would understand and not take it seriously.

4. Is it acceptable to use virtual backgrounds/video filters?

Yes.

5. Is narration permitted in the performance?

Yes.

6. Is it possible to show us a sample expectation of the performance you required?

Please refer to the videos of performance received awards last year on HKSDF website.
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Collected questions and responses were consolidated as follows.



7. Some adjudicators preferred virtual backgrounds, which some not which led to our loss of marks last 
year. Which one is preferred?

It is good enough for directors to focus on what they want to present in the play. Adjudicators will only 
give advice on the content of the play. No right or wrong, only suitable or not.

8. Is there a good way to perform a musical in the Zoom session?

Performing a musical on Zoom is feasible referring to last years’ experience.

9. Is it expected that students put on costumes and props in a reader’s theatre? /Are props, costumes 
or setting backdrops required?/Is it possible to have stage and costume design in the mode of 
reader’s theatre? /For last year, the focus was mainly dialogue, how about characters gesture and 
costume?

Involving virtual backgrounds, props and costumes can enhance the visual effect of the 
performance. Appropriate gesture of the performer may also make audience feel more engaging. It 
depends on directors/tutors’ consideration.

10. Is that the whole team should use one Zoom account or one actor/actress uses one account or no 
limitation how to design the appearance of actor and actress on Zoom?/Do you allow to have more 
than one student show up in one window?

To reduce the risk of infection, participants are highly recommended to login on Zoom individually, 
which means one person one camera.

11. For the judges, which mode will they use on Zoom? (Gallery/ Speaker mode)

Depends on school. Teacher-in-charge or students can request the adjudicators to select certain 
viewing mode before the performance starts. 
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12. Will there be any stage position for blocking needed?

When applying a Reader’s Theatre in “one person one camera” mode, blocking is not required.

13. How do adjudicators deal with performances involved politically sensitive messages? 

Adjudicators will share their opinion from a neutral and artistic perspective. 

14. Can students broadcast an on-stage performance with all wearing a mask?

This year’s Festival requires schools to perform in the Reader’s Theatre mode, and considering the risk 
of infection and visual effect of the performance, it is not recommended.

15. To have certain visual effects presented in the performance, can I ask the adjudicators to move 
the window?

The adjudicators will try their best to meet the needs of the school.

16. Apart from schools and homes, can students perform elsewhere?

There are no restrictions on the venue, while please ensure the safety of students and the stability of 
the network.

17. Provided we maintain social distance, isolation board, separated within opposite ends of a room, 
can we perform without masks?/If students stay at home or not in the same room, no masks are 
required during performance?

EDB’s guideline highlighted that staff and students must wear masks at all time in school premises.

18. With a Readers' Theatre, does that mean that the students have their scripts in hand during the 
performance? 

It is acceptable, but if the performer is familiar enough with the script, it would be even more ideal not 
to read from the script when performing.
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19. Is the post-performance talk also conducted through Zoom? The students and teacher-in-charge 
just need to stay in the same room right after the performance?

Yes.

20. Can the money provided be used to buy headphone/mics?

Schools can spend the subsidies on all items related to the Festival.

21. Can students wear transparent masks?

The Festival does not specify which type of mask should be used. Please check with the school 
about the types or brands of masks that are acceptable for wearing within the school. 

22. Can schools record their performance?

Yes.

23. Will adjudicators watch the show via Zoom even if the performance is held on stage in school?

For this year’s School Performance Phase, the adjudicators will watch the school performance only 
on Zoom.

24. Can we(primary) arrange the performance at school in the afternoon?

According to EDB’s “half-day face-to-face class arrangements”, Primary school is not allowed to 
arrange the study or other activities for students of any form in the other half day.

25. When will the performance date be announced? What should I do if the assigned date is not 
available?

According to the Tentative Schedule of Actions for Participating Schools, the schools will receive the 
performance date and time on 20 Dec 2021. The performance date is arranged based on the 
application form submitted. If it is necessary to change the date/time, please contact us.
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26. Will students be at a disadvantage if they perform with masks on?

The adjudicators understand that and so it would not be a major factor affecting the performance.

27. Do we need to read out the stage directions when performing the play?

It depends on the director’s artistic preference.

28. What is the basic setting of Zoom? If HKSDF is the host, can we (the participating school and the 
crew) change the Zoom setting?

At least one teacher will be assigned as the co-host which can change the setting to fulfil their 
demand.

29. Would there be buffer time for the co-host to adjust some setting before starting the performance? 
e.g. changing names, background

Before the performance, schools are given 30 mins for rehearsal that the co-host can make use of for 
adjusting the setting.

30. Will the script will be censored? Is there any chance of violating the national security laws?

Scripts will not be censored by the Festival. The matter of whether the creation may violate the law is 
not within the control of the Festival.

31. Do students need to change their Display Name with their character’s name?

It is recommended to show both the student name and character’s name for adjudicators to easily 
identify the performer.
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 HKSDF Website
 Instagram: hksdf.official
 Facebook: 香港學校戲劇節 Hong Kong School Drama Festival

Thank You, 
and all the best with your drama 
journeys!

News & Updates
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